I. Major Research and Public Service Activities

Montclair State University serves the citizens of New Jersey and its local communities in numerous ways that are described more fully in Appendix 1, “A Report on Contributions to the Community 2008.” First and foremost, the University prepares New Jersey’s youth to lead socially responsible, professionally rewarding, and personally enriching lives. Beyond that, the University’s faculty and staff serve as a rich, human resource to both the State and the communities in which they reside, and the University’s facilities and programming, particularly in the arts, provide cultural enrichment to residents across New Jersey. Finally, expenditures and investments attributable to the University have a significant impact on both State and local economies and job markets.

Responding to a National Science Foundation (NSF) survey of research expenditures, Montclair State University reported FY08 expenditures amounting to over $1.4 million for separately budgeted research and development in the sciences and engineering (including indirect costs). Nearly $1.2 million was financed by federal sources, and over $100,000 was from institutional resources. Adding FY08 research expenditures from other disciplines, total expenditures for FY08 exceeded $1.6 million.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II.I.1: R&amp;D Expenditures, FY08 [1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amount</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federally Financed Academic R&amp;D Expenditures - Science and Engineering Only (Line 1110, NSF Form #411)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutionally Financed Academic R&amp;D Expenditures - All Disciplines (Line 1160, NSF Form #411)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of Academic R&amp;D Expenditures Reported (Line 1100, NSF Form #411)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federally Financed Academic R&amp;D Expenditures – Non-Science and Engineering (not reported to NSF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total of Academic R&amp;D Expenditures (All Disciplines and Sources)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[1] Source: NSF Survey of R&D Expenditures at Universities and Colleges (Form #411).
[2] Line 1100 on NSF Form #411, “Total Academic R&D Expenditures,” includes $6,000 from State and local governments (Line 1125), and $111,000 from other sources (Line 1175).
[3] This Grand Total of R&D Expenditures includes expenditures for non-science and engineering disciplines, as well as the $6,000 and $111,000 mentioned above. While accurately depicting expenditures for FY08, the actual research grants portfolio for MSU for FY08 was $6.5 million.
Montclair State University has enjoyed great success in recruiting and retaining outstanding faculty. The University’s 524 full-time faculty members, and all those who support them in part-time instructional roles, represent the heart and soul of the institution. Without them, none of the excellent outcomes described above could be achieved.

During the 2008-2009 academic year, faculty members were actively engaged in research, scholarship, and other forms of artistic and creative expression, while also performing service to the University and wider communities. A sampling of these activities revealed that MSU faculty published more than 20 books, over 310 book chapters and articles in refereed professional journals, and nearly 100 book reviews, papers in conference proceedings, and other instructional materials. Well over 20% of the full-time faculty presented papers at regional, national, and international professional conferences. Faculty in the arts mounted 12 solo exhibitions, 25 group exhibitions, and over a dozen productions and performances from Carnegie Hall to stages in France and Italy. Five Montclair State University faculty members received prestigious awards from national and regional professional associations, and over 20 additional faculty members received new research awards during the academic year. Overall, grant expenditures from both new and continuing research grants totaled $5.6 million during FY08. Finally, six faculty members from the University held editorships of important journals in their respective disciplines.

“Faculty Authors 2006-2008,” presented by the Office of the Provost, highlighted the recent scholarly productivity of MSU faculty. This celebration of faculty books can be accessed at: (http://library.montclair.edu/library_news/article.php?ArticleID=3648), or by following this link (http://oit.montclair.edu/InstResearch/assessment/index.html#Excellence) to a PDF version of the document under “Annual Institutional Profile Report 2009 pt 3.”

The following list represents a small sample of faculty activities and accomplishments during the 2008-2009 academic year. Only one activity per faculty member has been presented here in order to save space.

**Selected Montclair State University Faculty Accomplishments**

### School of Business

**Chang, Chiaho**


**DiGabriele, James A.**

Hughes, Peggy Ann


Jeffers, Agatha E.


Lauricella, Leonard J.


Lin, Beixin


Poon, Wing W.


Yang, James G.S.


Hollister, Kimberly K.


Flint, Harold


Kim, Sang-Hoon

Lord, Richard


Meziani, Aboubaker Seddik


Ozenbas, Deniz


Pirouz, Kamrouz


Rawlins, Glenville


Rezvani, Farahmand


Ricci, Cecilia W.


Sohn, Ira


Yu, Susana

Chakraborty, Chandana

Ekeledo, Ikechi

Jayachandran, Chinnappa N.

Kim, Dong-Kyoon

San Vicente Portes, Luis

Xia, Jun

Berenson, Mark L.

Bewayo, Edward

Chen, Qiyang
Cho, Jeewon


Flanigan, Eleanor J.


Kessler, Stacey


Kim, Soo Kyung


Koppel, Nicole


Lin, Li-Chun


Malaga, Ross


Misra, Ram B.


Oppenheim, Alan J.

Park, Insu


Peterson, Richard L.


Subramanian, Ramachandran


Wang, John


Xing, Ruben


Yao, James E.


Zhang, Yanli


Chatterjee, Patrali M.

Mukherjee, Avinandan


Saladino, Mary


Wang, Yawei


Weston, Susan A.


**College of Science and Mathematics**

Billings, Lora


Brachfeld, Stefanie

Received from NSF’s ARRA funding of $119,406 on a project titled, “Enhancing Holocene ice Sheet and ice Shelf Geochronology using Geomagnetic Paleointensity Variations.” (year 1).

Bologna, Paul


Chopping, Mark

Will lead a MSU/NASA/USDA field and lidar aerial remote sensing campaign in New Mexico, in support of NASA's $750M DESDynI Mission.
Cutler, Jonathan


Du, Chunguang


Feldman, Anna


Feng, Huan Edward


Galster, Joshua


Goodey, Nina M.


Hazard, Lisa


Konas, David W.


Korky, John K.

Kowalski, Ludwik


Li, Aihua


Munakata, Mika


Nita, Bogdan G.


Ophori, Duke


Passchier, Sandra


Pope, Greg

Currently engaged in research on the New Jersey Pine Barrens as part of a team undertaking a broad system and holistic assessment of the role of fire and fire management in the Pine Barrens under the direction of Dr. Walter Bien (Drexel).

Prezant, Robert

Roberts, Helen

Awarded $50,000 from the N.J. Department of Education for a project titled, “Financial Services to the Classroom: To prepare Second Career Mathematics Teachers in New Jersey.”

Robila, Stefan

Received a grant of $88,398 from NSF for his project on Montclair REU Site in Imaging and Computer vision (iMagine).

Sarkar, Dibyendu


Schelvis, Johannes P.M.


Singh, Harbans


Stevens, J.G.


Varde, Aparna S.


Wang, Dajin


Yu, Danlin

Willis, Jacalyn

Received $1,035,250 for Years 2 and 3 of e-CUSP: Elementary Creative University School Partnerships.

Wolff, Kenneth

Was awarded a $1,185,382 grant from NSF for a project entitled, “Fellows in the Middle: Partnerships for Inquiry and Interdisciplinary Middle School Science and Mathematics.”

College of Humanities and Social Sciences

Carnevale, Nancy


Edstrom, Anne


Feldman, Anne


Franke, Richard W.


Lapp, Benjamin


Mengara, Daniel


Spitzer, Jaclyn

Salzman, Patricia


Woodward, James


Zilney, Lisa


Besen-Cassino, Yasmin

Received W.E. Upjohn Foundation Grant for $5,000.

Call, Mary

w/D. Townsend (PI), received $199,356 from the National Institutes of Health for “Eye-Tracking Analysis of Temporal Processing in Sentence comprehension.”

Curcio, Susan

Received $61,026 from the New Jersey Department of Children and Families for “The Trial and Investigation of Crimes against Children.”

Reid, Robert

w/R. McCormick (Co-PI), received grant of $1.67 million for Minority Substance Abuse/HIV Prevention Initiative. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), Center for Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP), 2008-2013.

Wambacq, Ilse

w/J. Besing & J. Koehnke (Co-PIs), received grant of $20,000 from the Deafness Research Foundation for “Psychoacoustic and Neurophysiological Indices of Binaural Processing in Adults.”

Wei, Longxing

Received $150,000 from the Office of the Chinese Language Council International in support of the Confucius Institute, Montclair State University.
Miele, Gina M.

Received UNICO National Mill Grazie Award, 2008.

Rothstein, Frances

Received Fulbright Garcia Robles Award (Research and Teaching) (San Cosme Mazatecohoco and Universidad Iberoamericana, Mexico City, Mexico), Fall, 2009.

McCaffrey, Katherine


Emery, Elizabeth


English, Mary

Serves as Editor, *Classical Outlook* (American Classical League);

Gallope, Raul

Serves as Editor, *Journal of Latin American Urban Studies* (Montclair State University and St. John's University).

Elbert, Monica

Serves as Editor, *Nathaniel Hawthorne Review* (Nathanial Hawthorne Society).

Pastor, Peter

Serves as Editor, *Studies in Hungarian History* (Columbia University Press).

**College of Education and Human Services**

Ahluwalia, Muninder K.

Bulkley, Katrina E.


Desirioscioli, Domenica

Received Distinguished Leadership Award presented at the 2009 Annual Conference of the New Jersey Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance.

Davis, Danne and Shin, Minsun


Domine, Vanessa


Erwin, Elizabeth J.


Feldman, Charles and Bauer, Kathleen


Fisher, Michele M.


Fives, Helenrose


Goldstein, Sara E. and Chesir-Teran, Daniel

Gregory, Maughn


Grinberg, Jaime


Henry, Mary E.


Klein, Emily J.


Lewis, Tyson


Lucas, Tamara, Villegas, Ana Maria, & Freedson-Gonzalez, Margaret


Naditch, Fernando, Grinberg, Jaime, and Price, Jeremy


Navarro Silvera, Stephanie A.


Oluwole, Joseph

Onore, Cynthia, Goeke, Jennifer, Taylor, Monica, and Klein, Emily J.

(Summer 2009). Teacher leadership: Amplifying teachers’ voices. *Academic Education Quarterly*.

Price, Jeremy and Grinberg, Jaime


Puig, Victoria


Robinson, Jennifer and Gregory, Maughn

Received $20,000 grant from Victoria Foundation for “Classroom Inquiry Project” for Newark Public Schools.

Sharp, Ann M.


Sheely-Moore, Angela


Shin, Minsun


Spencer, Tamara G.


Taylor, Monica

Wunderlich, Shahla and Bai, Yeonkyung


College of the Arts

Friedman, Jeff

Served as Producer/Director/Production Manager for the Newark Public Schools cable television series, “A Closer Look with Dr. Clifford B. Janey.”

Weiner, Larry

Established partnerships with the Metropolitan Opera Guild, the Seeing Eye Institute, the New Jersey Aviation Hall of Fame, the New Jersey After School Partnership, and Penny Lane.

Haines, Harry

Panelist, Assessment of Our Students, Our Programs and Our Discipline, New Jersey Communication Association Convention, March 2009, Kean University, NJ.

Curnutt, Hugh

Selected to participate as a Fellow in the 2009-2010 Research Academy for University Learning Teaching Fellows Program

Dumova, Tatyana


Lemesianou, Christine


Kelshaw, Todd


Weiner, Larry

Spring, 2009, Successful Managers Versus Effective Managers. Forbes.com
Londino, Larry


Sanders, David

Produced 27th Annual American Eagle Awards for the National Music Council (June 2008).

Piroh, Patty

Received 3rd Place as Best Humanitarian Documentary for *A Ripple in the Water: Healing through Art*, Bayou City Inspirational Film Festival, Houston, Texas (August 2008).

Bebout, Catherine

Solo Exhibition. Ruchika Art Gallery, Goa, India, the Prince of Wales Museum, Mumbai, India, and at Lalit Kala Akademi, Chennai, India.

Feigler, Denis

Presented a paper at the Industrial Designers Society of America (IDSA) conference in Scottsdale, AZ.

Foti, Eileen

Group exhibitions. Ben Shahn Gallery, William Paterson University, Wayne, NJ, the Leroy Nieman Center, New York, NY, the Pierro Gallery, South Orange, NJ, the International Print Center, New York, NY, and Haystack Mountain School of Craft, ME.

Friedman, Roberta

New York producer for a $2 million feature film, tentatively titled *A Kiss for Justin*, financed by the Irish Film Board in Dublin and currently shooting.

Goldring, Nancy

Solo exhibition. KIKA Gallery, Parma, Italy, which was reviewed in the *Gazzetta di Parma* and in the June 2009 issue of *Art and Antiques Magazine*.

Gordley, Scott

Solo exhibitions. Hanafin Gallery, New London, CT, and at the Apollo Theater Gallery, New York, NY. He had a group exhibition at the WTT Gallery, Lenox, MA.
Heffernan, Julie

Solo exhibitions. Mark Moore Gallery, Los Angeles, CA and Catharine Clark Gallery, San Francisco, CA, both accompanied by catalogues, as well as at the Brooklyn Academy of Music, Brooklyn, NY, where she was Guest Artist for the Spring 2009 season.

Inciong, Anthony and Luttropp, John

Co-presented “Graphic Design, Beginning I: A New Approach” at the American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA) Future History 3 Conference

Lillethun, Abby


McCreath, William

Invited to show his work in “Gill Hong Han,” an exhibition of South Korean, Japanese, and American ceramic artists.

Steinhauer, Eddy

Curated two exhibitions at Long Island University’s Selena Gallery, Brooklyn, NY, and Five Myles Gallery, Brooklyn, NY.

Swales, Walter

Group exhibition. Amos Eno Gallery, New York, NY

Valdez del Alamo, Elizabeth

Presentation: “Imágenes para una reina: la lauda sepulchral de Doña Blanca en Nájera” for Espacios funerarios y sepulcros monumentales en el románico español, at the University of Zaragoza in Jaca, Spain.

Weinberg, Mimi

Solo exhibition. “Loci Papyri: Babatha’s Texts” at Walsh Gallery, Seton Hall University, South Orange, NJ.

Weinshenker, Anne Betty

Buchanan, Heather

Prepared the University Singers’ recording of *Ascension Variations* with Meredith Monk & Company on the ECM label in November 2009

Butts, Robert

Artistic Director and Conductor for the 2009 Summer Festival of Baroque Music, August 16-23, Madison, New Jersey.

Gall, Jeffrey

Directed a production of Purcell’s *Dido and Aeneas* in August 2008 in conjunction with the Teatro Colón’s Instituto Superior in Buenos Aires.

Goodman, Karen D.


Heller, Marsha

Performed Bach’s Concerto for Oboe and Violin with violinist Robert Zubrycki and the Queen’s Chamber Band at the Moravian Church, New York, NY. March 2009.

Ho, Ting

Presented “The Online Music Course” at the 30th Northeast Regional Conference of the College Music Society in Quincy, MA, in March, 2009.

Hostetter, Paul

Led a conducting workshop on June 4th sponsored by the New York Philharmonic, New York Pops, and the New York City Board of Education at the Nola Studios in New York, NY.

Kolker, Siobhan

Premiered her duo cabaret act about mothers and daughters, *Mother Said: A Momplicated Relationship* at Germano’s Cabaret in Baltimore.

Kunkel, Jeffrey

Honored with a Lifetime Achievement Award in Jazz Education by NJAJE, the New Jersey Association for Jazz Education, in a ceremony at NJPAC in Newark
Lipsey, Michael

In residence at University of Virginia and Harvard with the percussion quartet, Talujon, and performed with composer Steve Reich in London, Madrid, Lisbon and Perth, Scotland.

Louprette, Renee Anne

Toured England and Ireland in 2009 performing organ recitals at Westminster Abbey in London, the Dunloaghaire Festival in Dublin, and Galway Cathedral.

Mazzocchi, Anthony

Invited to perform at the annual NJ Music Educators Association (NJMEA) Convention.

McCauley, Thomas

Published “High Definition Rehearsals” and “Life Lessons Learned” in The Instrumentalist magazine.

Pakman, Mark and Stephen Oosting

Performed a recital at St. Alban’s Church in Davidson, NC in November, 2008.

Searing, Harry

Invited by the Interlochen Arts Academy to play the Heckelphone for the US Premiere of Finnish composer Kalevi Aho’s Concerto for Contrabassoon and Orchestra.

Singer, David

Recorded Aldridge and Copland Clarinet Concerti, with “A Far Cry.”

Smith, Joseph

Performed at Carnegie Hall with baritone Gregg Baker in a concert to Honor the Voice, and at the American Cathedral, Paris, France in a solo piano recital.

Toth, Gwendolyn

Released solo CD, Meantone Organ Music from Holland.

Witten, David

Performed solo piano recital at San Andrea Spring Concert Series in Melzo, Italy.
Trauth, Suzanne

w/Lisa Brenner. Co-scripted *Katrina: The K Word*.

Otte, Debra


Mugleston, Randy

Created lighting design for the Army Community Theatre in Honolulu, Hawaii

Jenkins, Jay T.

Taught at the Ailey Center, and choreographed for Nickelodeon.

Susan Kerner